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Document Overview 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide the essential information needed to install, configure and start 
using FREDMPC.  Specific feature information can be found in the accompanying FREDMPC Features 
document. 
 
 

Installation and Licensing 
 
FREDMPC is installed using the same procedure as FRED and FRED Optimum.  The most recent installer 
package and documentation for FREDMPC can be accessed on the Photon Engineering website using the 
link below. 
 
https://photonengr.com/fred-software/fredmpc-beta/ 
 
 
After installation, new license authorization passwords are required to enable the MPC capabilities.  
Please contact Photon Engineering if you were accepted into the FREDMPC beta test program but did not 
receive updated license authorization codes. 
 
In FRED, access the License Authorization dialog using one of the following methods: 
 

1. Press the License Info button on the upper right-hand side of your Dashboard 
2. Navigate to Help > License Authorization 

 
As shown in the figure below, the MPC Capable option on the right-hand side is unchecked until you 
apply your new license authorization codes. 
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To authorize your license for FREDMPC, take the following steps: 
 

1. Copy the two rows of hex authorization codes and paste them into the FRED License 
Authorization Passwords text box. 

2. Press “Authorize Key”.  A popup message displays indicating that the key was successfully 
initialized.  If your key is not successfully initialized, please contact Photon Engineering. 

3. Confirm that the “MPC Capable” option on the right-hand side of your dialog is now toggled. 
 
The images below show steps 1-3 above. 
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GPU Hardware Configuration 
 
To use FREDMPC, your PC must have a local NVidia GPU board available with a sufficient CUDA driver 
version (at the time of this writing, the driver version must support CUDA compute capability 3.0 or higher 
but is subject to change in future FREDMPC releases). 
 
The following process can be used to establish whether your PC supports the user of FREDMPC. 
 
 

1. At the FRED command line, issue $cudainfo 
 

 

$cudainfo at the FRED command line 

mailto:fredsupport@photonengr.com
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2. Check the text in the output window.  The key item to look for in the output text is, “FREDmpc 
device count”, which tells you the number of NVIDIA GPU boards which can currently be used by 
FREDMPC. 

 
a. If the text in the output window looks like the image below, FREDMPC is not currently 

supported by your PC, as indicated by “FREDmpc device count”.  Proceed through the 
actions described in the remainder of this section. 

 

 
 

As indicated in the output window, the next step is to update the driver on the NVIDIA 
board to make sure that the latest version is installed.  Visit the Nvidia website using the 
link below to download the most recent driver for your GPU board. 
 
http://www.nvidia.com/download/index.aspx 
 
The GPU board in your PC can be identified by opening the Device Manger from your 
Control Panel and expanding the Display Adapters group, as shown below.  Use this 
information to search for the appropriate device driver on the NVIDIA website. 
 

mailto:fredsupport@photonengr.com
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You will need to agree to the terms and conditions supplied by the NVIDIA website to 
access and download the installer (which may be several hundred MB).  After 
completing the download, close FRED and run the NVIDIA installer. 
 
At the FRED command line, run $cudainfo again and check the FRED output window. 
 

If the output still reports the same status for “FREDmpc device count”, then the 
GPU board is insufficient for running FREDMPC. 
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In some cases, the driver update will result in bringing the GPU board current enough 
for use with FREDMPC.  The output window text will be similar to what is shown in section 
2b, below. 
  

 
b. If the text in the output window looks like the image below, FREDMPC is currently 

supported by your GPU board(s), as indicated by “FREDmpc device count”.  No further 
action should be required to configure your PC for use with FREDMPC, but please see the 
Information Request at the end of this section. 
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The graphic below summarizes the various sections of the $cudainfo command when one or more 
FREDMPC capable devices are found. 
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GPU Workflow Overview 
 
Performing a raytrace using the GPUs is a two-step process that involves first loading the FRED model 
into the GPUs and then performing the raytrace and analyses. 
 
With the model loaded into the GPUs, rays can be created and raytraced in one of two ways. 

 
Mode #1: Trace CPU Rays 
In this mode, the rays are generated by FRED on the CPUs and then loaded into the GPUs for 
raytracing.  After the GPU raytrace is completed, the ray data is passed back from the GPUs to 

Information Requested 
 

Understanding the range of devices being requested for use with FREDMPC is valuable information for 
future development and support activities.  Please copy the information reported by $cudainfo from 
your output window and send to Photon Engineering. 
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the CPU ray buffer where the usual analysis functions can be called.  Note that in this process 
the GPUs are only used for raytracing (and analyses, if a Detector Entity or Directional Analysis 
Entity has been properly configured). 
 
Mode #2: Trace GPU Rays 
In this mode, the rays are generated on the GPUs by the source definitions in the model that 
were loaded into the GPUs.  The rays are traced on the GPUs and properly configured 
Detector Entities or Directional Analysis Entities will generate Analysis Results Nodes (ARNs), 
which appear in the Analysis Results folder at the end of the GPU raytrace.  The ray data is 
always confined to the GPUs and is not available to the user in the CPU ray buffer at any point.  
Raytrace results are communicated to the user through the ARNs. 

 
For a full description of FREDMPC modeling and raytrace capabilities, please refer to the FREDMPC 
Features document. 

Loading a model on the GPUs 
 
The FRED model is not dynamically updated or maintained on the GPUs as the model is being edited.  
When a document is loaded into the GPUs, it is a static representation of the model’s current state.  If 
changes to the FRED model are made and desired to be included in the GPU raytrace, the modified 
model needs to be loaded into the GPUs again prior to GPU raytracing.  Model loading into the GPU 
happens automatically when a GPU raytrace is requested. 
 
The model load time varies depending on the contents of the FRED file. The status bar updates to show 
the current step in the model loading process. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
A summary of the model load process is reported to the output window after an MPC raytrace is 
called. 
 

The first time a model is loaded into the GPUs will be the longest, as the initial instances of all 
elements are created and GPU code is compiled.  On subsequent model loads, the time will be 
significantly reduced. 
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For a complete description of the GPU support for various geometry, source, analysis surface and 
attribute types, please refer to the FREDMPC Features document. 
 
The sum total of the “memory (bytes)” column in the output window indicates how much memory on 
the GPU device is consumed by the model representation and can be compared to the “global 
memory” value reported by the $cudainfo command (shown previously in this document).  As a rule 
of thumb, it is desirable that the loaded model consume half (or less) of the global memory on the 
GPU device. 
 
 

Raytracing on the GPUs 
 
Mode #1: Trace CPU Rays 

As described previously, this mode of operation takes rays from the CPU ray buffer, copies them into 

the GPU raybuffer for raytracing and analyses, then moves the rays back into the CPU ray buffer 

(making them available for any additional analyses required).  
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This mode of GPU raytracing can be called in the following ways: 

• Toolbar button:  

• Menu > Raytrace > MPC Trace CPU Rays 

 

The FRED output window will display text similar to the image shown below. 

 

For each group of rays traced on the GPUs (220 rays per group, by default), the timing for Pre-Launch, 
Launch and Post-Launch is reported. 

Pre-Launch: Rays sent from the CPU to the GPU ray buffer and prepared for tracing 

Launch: Rays traced on the GPUs 

Post-Launch: Rays sent from GPU to CPU ray buffer 

At the conclusion of the Trace CPU Rays call, the rays will be available in the CPU ray buffer for 
analyses in the usual manner. 

 
Mode #2: Trace GPU Rays 
 
Note that use of this mode requires that (a) one or more source definitions must be supported on the 
GPUs, and (b) one or more properly configured Detector Entities (DE) or Directional Analysis Entities 
(DAE) is present in the model.  Strictly speaking a DE and/or DAE is not required to perform the 
raytrace, except that there would be no communication of the raytrace results without one. 
 
This mode of GPU raytracing can be called in the following ways: 

• Toolbar button:  

• Menu > Raytrace > MPC Trace GPU Rays 

 

The FRED output window will display text similar to the image shown below. 
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In the output above, the source was defined with 5 million rays.  The output indicates that 5 groups of 1 
million rays were launched on the GPUs, with each group of rays taking ~1 second to raytrace. 
 
For the example system used to generate the output above, a detector entity plane was configured to 
produce the detector irradiance distribution.  The Analysis Results Node produced by this detector entity 
is automatically added to the Analysis Results folder of the FRED model at the conclusion of the GPU 
raytrace. 
 
Random Number Reseeding 
 
There are three ways of specifying random number reseeding when using the GPUs. 
 

Option 1: FRED Preferences 
 
By default, the “Generate a different random number sequence for every ratyrace” setting on the 
Miscellaneous tab of the FRED Preferences dialog determines whether the GPU raytrace is 
seeded with a random number. 
 
If this preference is active, the CPU generates a random, unsigned integer between 0 and 232, 
which is then passed to the GPU as the starting random number seed value. 
 
If this preference is inactive, the GPU seed will be set to 0 (multiple calls of a GPU raytrace will 
produce the same rayset each time). 

 
 

Option 2: User specified random seed 
 
A deterministic, computer independent sequence of rays will be generated when a seed value is 
provided to the GPU.  A user-specified random seed value can be supplied to the GPU raytrace 
using the MPC Trace Advanced dialog. 
 
 
Option 3: Auto generated random seed 
 
The “auto” option will use the CPU to generate a random, unsigned integer between 0 and 232, 
which is then passed to the GPU as the starting seed value.  The automatic reseed option can be 
specified on the MPC Trace Advanced dialog. 
 
 

The random number seed used for a GPU trace is displayed in two locations: 
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1) The output window text after issuing an MPC raytrace 
2) The log file, if it was requested on the MPC Trace Advanced dialog 
 
The MPC Trace Advanced dialog can be accessed in the following ways: 

• Toolbar button:  

• Menu > Raytrace > MPC Trace Advanced 
 
 
 

Rendering a model on the GPUs 
 
With a FRED model loaded into the GPUs, it is possible to generate a rendered image of the model using 
the GPU raytrace.  This can be useful for (a) visually assessing what geometry got loaded into the GPUs 
for raytracing to identify any potential differences with the CPU version, and (b) generating high quality 
rendered images of the model.  The rendered image has the same view of the model as shown in FRED’s 
3D viewer. 
 
A rendered image of the GPU model can be generated using the MPC Trace Advanced dialog and 
selecting the “Render a 3D view of the geometry to a bitmap file” option.  The full file path specification 
(including the file extension, “.bmp”) will need to be specified. 
 
Browse to the folder specified in the file path of the MPC Trace Advanced dialog and double click on the 
*.bmp file in that directory in order to view it. 
 

MPC Trace Advanced 
 
The MPC Trace Advanced dialog allows additional options to be specified on the GPU raytrace, such as 
raytrace path tracking, logfile generation, random number seed specification, GPU ray buffer size, and 
GPU memory stack size (ray splitting ancestry levels). 
 
The following options describe the MPC Trace Advanced dialog controls: 
 

Raytrace action  

Trace rays on GPU Performs a GPU raytrace using starting rays from one of the 
following options: 
 

GPU source(s) Equivalent to an MPC Trace GPU 
Rays 

CPU source(s) Equivalent to an MPC Trace CPU 
Rays, where any existing rays will be 
deleted and active sources will be re-
generated prior to raytracing 

pre-existing CPU Equivalent to an MPC Trace CPU 
Rays using only the existing rays in the 
CPU ray buffer.  No ray deletion or ray 
creation occurs prior to raytracing. 

 

Render a 3D view of the geometry to 
a bitmap file 

Performs a GPU raytrace rendering of the current 3D view and 
writes out a BMP image file.  The full file path (including 

mailto:fredsupport@photonengr.com
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Raytrace action  

the .BMP file extension) needs to be specified for the output 
file. 

Raytrace Properties 

Determine ray paths during the 
raytrace 

Specifies whether raytrace paths should be tracked on the 
GPU.  Only paths with total event counts less than or equal to 
the specified value will be returned to the Raytrace Paths 
table and Stray Light Report. 
 
Raytrace paths will not be tracked when the raytrace 
properties allow ray splitting. 

Log MPC raytrace activity to a file Creates a text logfile in the specified directory.  Additional 
information regarding MPC raytrace activity is printed to the 
logfile, which can be useful for debugging purposes. 

GPU ray buffer size Specifies the maximum number of rays that will be 
simultaneously traced in “launches” on the GPU.  Typical 
values are between 1 and 10 million rays. 

GPU memory stack size Specifies GPU memory allocated (in bytes) to support multiple 
ancestry levels when using ray splitting.  A rule of thumb is to 
specify 2500*N bytes, where N is the number of total ancestry 
levels (specular + scatter) to be supported. 
 
Rays whose ancestry levels would exceed the allocated 
memory will not be generated during GPU raytracing. 

Method for generating the random 
number starting seed 

Specifies how the starting random number seed is created for 
the GPU using one of the following options: 
 

FRED Preference Setting Defers to the random 
number seed preference 
found on the Miscellaneous 
tab of the Preferences 
dialog.  If the option is 
checked, random number 
seeding behaves the same 
as “Auto”.  If the preference 
is unchecked, a random 
number seed value of 0 is 
used for each raytrace. 

Auto generated A new random number seed 
will be generated 
automatically for each 
raytrace. 

User specified Random number seed is 
provided by the user. 
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Raytrace action  

Optional overrides 

Under normal operating circumstances, the optional overrides will never be necessary.  These 
options are provided as a failsafe mechanism in the event that either the GPU device or the FRED 
model needs to be forced to refresh. 

Reinitialize the MPC context When toggled, the GPU in re-initialized.  The effect is 
equivalent to having opened a FRED document for the first 
time. 

Reload the FRED document to the 
device before performing the 
Raytrace Action 

Forces the FRED document to be reloaded into the GPU 
device prior to performing a raytrace. 

 
 
 

MPC scripting commands 
 
The following script commands are used to support MPC raytracing: 
 

Command  

err = MPCRaytrace( mode )  This function performs a Trace CPU Rays, Trace GPU Rays, 
or Trace Render, depending on the argument supplied. 

Parameter Data type Description 

err Huge_ Returned error code (0 = no error). 
 

mode String Determines whether the raytrace uses the Trace CPU Rays, Trace 
GPU Rays, or Trace Render mode.  Options are: 
 

“CPU” Deletes any existing rays in the CPU ray buffer, 
generates new rays from all traceable sources, 
performs a GPU raytrace. 

“Exist” If rays exist in the CPU ray buffer, a GPU 
raytrace is performed with the existing rays.  If 
no rays exist in the CPU ray buffer, the rays 
from all traceable sources are generated and 
then raytraced on the GPU. 

“GPU” Rays from supported source definitions are 
generated and raytraced entirely on the GPU. 

“Render” Performs a raytrace render of the current 3D 
view. 

 

  

err = MPCAdvancedRaytrace( tMPC ) This function performs an MPC Trace Advanced call, using a 
T_MPCADVANCEDRAYTRACE structure to configure the 
options. 
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Command  

Parameter Data type Description 

err Huge_ Returned error code (0 = no error). 
 

tMPC T_MPCADVANCEDRAYTRACE Configures the options used during the MPC Trace 
Advanced call. 
 

  

MPCInitAdvancedRaytrace( tMPC ) This subroutine initializes the members of a 
T_MPCADVANCEDRAYTRACE data structure 

Parameter Data type Description 

tMPC T_MPCADVANCEDRAYTRACE Data structure whose members are being initialized. 
 

  

Member variables and description of the T_MPCADVANCEDRAYTRACE data structure. 
 

Member Data type Description 

action String Determines whether the raytrace uses the Trace 
CPU Rays, Trace GPU Rays, or Trace Render 
mode.  Options are: 
 

“CPU” Deletes any existing rays in the 
CPU ray buffer, generates new 
rays from all traceable sources, 
performs a GPU raytrace. 

“Exist” If rays exist in the CPU ray buffer, 
a GPU raytrace is performed with 
the existing rays.  If no rays exist 
in the CPU ray buffer, the rays 
from all traceable sources are 
generated and then raytraced on 
the GPU. 

“GPU” Rays from supported source 
definitions are generated and 
raytraced entirely on the GPU. 

“Render” Performs a raytrace render of the 
current 3D view. 

  
Default = “GPU” 
 

log Boolean When True, MPC activity will be logged to a text 
output file. 
 
Default = Last usage state.  False if first usage.  
 

logfile String Full file path location to the MPC logfile. 
 
Default = “C:\temp\mpc_log.txt”, or last usage state. 

mailto:fredsupport@photonengr.com
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Command  

 

maxEventsPerPath Long When accumulating raytrace path data, paths with 
total event counts larger than this value will not be 
tracked.  “Overflow” paths, with total event counts 
larger than this value, will not be available for 
processing in the Raytrace Paths table or Stray Light 
Report. 
 
Default = Last usage state.  10 events if first usage. 
 

memStackSize Long Memory stack size in bytes, which controls the 
maximum total (specular + scatter) ancestry depth 
allowed during the GPU raytrace.  As a rule of thumb, 
allocate 2500 bytes per desired ancestry level. 
 
Default = Last usage state.  8192 bytes if first usage. 
 

randomNumberSeed Huge_ User-specified random number seed to be used by 
the GPU.  Only applies when the 
randomNumberSeedGeneration member is “User”. 
 
Default = User-supplied value 
 

randomNumberSeedGeneration String Specifies random number seed generation on the 
GPU.  Options are: 
 

“User” Value of randomNumberSeed will 
be supplied by the user manually. 

“Auto” A new random number seed will 
be generated automatically for 
each raytrace. 

“Preference” Defers to the random number 
seed preference found on the 
Miscellaneous tab of the 
Preferences dialog.  If the option 
is checked, random number 
seeding behaves the same as 
“Auto”.  If the preference is 
unchecked, a random number 
seed value of 0 is used for each 
raytrace. 

 
Default = “Preference” 
 

rayBufSize Long Maximum number of rays simultaneously stored in 
the GPU ray buffer. 
 
Default = Last usage state.  220 rays if first usage. 
 

rayPaths Boolean When True, raytrace paths will be tracked on the 
GPU as long as the raytrace properties of the model 
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Command  

use the Monte-Carlo mode.  If ray-splitting is allowed 
by the raytrace properties, raytrace paths will not be 
tracked regardless of this setting. 
 
Default = Last usage state.  False if first usage. 
 

reinitialize Boolean Optional override that forces the GPU to be re-
initialized prior to performing any requested actions.  
Under normal operation, this option should never 
need to be applied. 
 
Default = False 
 

reloadDoc Boolean Optional override that forces the FRED document to 
be reloaded into the GPU prior to performing any 
raytracing. Under normal operation, this option 
should never need to be applied. 
 
Default = False 
 

renderFile String Full file path specification of the rendered bitmap 
image file generated when action = “render”. 
 
Default = “C:\temp\mpc_render.bmp”, or last usage 
state. 
 

  

 
 
 

The Log file 
 
As described in the FREDMPC Features document, the FRED model undergoes a translation process in 
order to be loaded into the GPUs for raytracing.  Not all features are supported for direct translation to the 
GPUs, so it is important to understand which items in a FRED model arrive on the GPUs and which items 
are ignored or approximated.  The raytrace actions will also write their output information to the log file 
when it has been requested. 
 
A log file can be generated by toggling the “Log MPC raytrace activity to a file” option on the MPC Trace 
Advanced dialog and specifying a full file path location. 
 
The log file will be created in the specified directory, can be viewed with any ASCII text viewer (ex. 
notepad).  Keep in mind that the log file documents how every item in the model is translated to the 
GPUs.  Consequently, the log file contents can be substantial and time consuming to parse. 
 
A simple example file has been loaded into the GPUs to produce an example log file, the key aspects of 
which will be described in the following sections. 
 
The log file begins with summary information regarding the “MPC environment”, which is validation that a 
GPU device is available and authorized for use by the FRED license, as well as initialization of the 
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environment for raytracing.  This section also reports that various “programs” and “instances” are being 
created in preparation for raytracing on the GPUs. 
 

> FREDmpc(c) Optical Engineering Software (V17.104.0) log file.   10/01/18 22:49:15 
 
> Checking MPC environment... 
  getting device count via NVML... 
  1 device(s) found via NVML 
  getting device count supported by MPC... 
  1 MPC capable device(s) found 
  FREDmpc is authorized 
  loading error strings 
 
> Initializing MPC environment... 
  FREDmpc is authorized 
  FRED document found 
  FREDmpc context creation succeeded 
  debug logging = False     (debug output will be directed to 'standard out') 
  current reported stack size = 2688 
    setting stack size to 8192 
    reported stack size is 20608 
  entry point count = 3 
  creating entry point program: ray buffer trace... 
  creating entry point program: source generation trace... 
  creating entry point program: render... 
  creating miss program: standard... 
  creating miss program: render... 
  creating/setting exception programs... 
    enabling only stack overflow exception 
      closest hit programs 
> creating geometry and geometry-instance nodes.... 
    plane node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    conic node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    conicfoci node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    cylinder node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    detent2d node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
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      geometry instance node 
    asphere node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    polyasphere node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    qbfs node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    qcon node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    torasphere node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    xytorasphere node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    zernike node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
    facet node... 
      material0 closest hit programs 
      intersect and bounding box programs 
      geometry node intersect and bound box programs 
      geometry instance node 
  creating geometry-group node.... 
  assigning a 'Trbvh' acceleration structure type to the geometry group node... 
  setting the geometry group node as the top object... 
> creating data buffers... 
    auxiliary data buffers 
    geometry 
    source 
    surf attribute 
    surface types... 
      plane 
      conic 
      conicfoci 
      cylinder 
      detector entity 2d 
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      asphere 
      poynomial asphere 
      qbfs 
      qcon 
      toroidal asphere 
      xy toroidal asphere 
      zernike 
      facet 
    surface properties... 
      wavelength data 
      glass data 
      raytrace control data 
      coating data 
      scatter data 
      importance sample data 
    ray buffer 
    ray-path and path-event buffers 
    detector entity results 
    rendering pixels 
  ray epsilon = 0.0001 

 
Next, the FRED model begins loading into the GPUs and the first item translated is the active 
wavelengths of the traceable sources in the FRED model, which are stored in a buffer on the GPUs.  Only 
one wavelength is defined in the traceable sources of the sample file, as indicated in the log file text 
below. 
 

> Begin loading FRED model... 
 
> Gathering wavelengths... 
  active wavelength(s) found = 1 
> loading wavelength buffer... 
 

The next items loaded into the GPUs are the Raytrace Properties. 
 

> Loading ray trace controls... 
  creating and loading the ray trace control data buffer 
  loaded 8 ray trace control(s) 
 

Materials are loaded into the GPUs next, with a summary of the approximations and limitations provided 
at the start of the material report.  For this model, the real refractive index values of the materials are all 
represented without approximation at the active wavelength values of the traceable sources and no 
warning messages are reported. 
 

> Loading glasses... 
  GRIN and Birefringent glass converted to sampled glass. 
  The following generic glass attributes are ignored: 
      volume scatter, angular dependence, position, polarization, OPL group velocity. 
  [0] native support:   Air 
  [1] native support:   Vacuum 
  [2] native support:   Simple Glass 
  [3] native support:   Standard Glass 
  [4] native support:   Optical Cement 
  [5] native support:   Generic Plastic 
  [6] native support:   Metal Leads 
  [7] native support:   N-SF5 
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  loading the glass data buffer 
  loaded 8 glasses 
 

The next items loaded are coating models.  Note that the summary information at the top indicates that 
the support for coating types will exclude phase terms and the power coefficients are computed as the 
average of S and P polarizations.  Refer to the FREDMPC Features document for more information on 
property conversions and approximations. 
 

> Loading coatings... 
  Supported coating attributes:  power transmission (T) and reflection (R) coefficients. 
  Approximations:  T/R computed for average of S/P polarizations, coating phase is ignored. 
  [0] native support:   Absorb 
  [1] native support:   Reflect 
  [2] native support:   Transmit 
  [3] native support:   Standard Coating 
  [4] native support:   Uncoated 
  loading the coating data buffer 
  loaded 5 coating(s) 

 
Scatter model definitions are loaded next with an important note that scatter model types that do not have 
an equivalent GPU representation are completely ignored (i.e. are not present in the GPU version of the 
model).  In this model, the three scatter models listed all have native support on the GPUs. 

 
> Loading scatter data... 
  All unsupported types are ignored. 
  The following scatter attributes are ignored:  wavelength and position dependence. 
  [0] native support:   Black Lambertian 
  [1] native support:   White Lambertian 
  [2] native support:   Harvey Shack 
  loading the scatter data buffer 
  loaded 3 scatter model(s) 

 
Source definitions are loaded into the GPUs next, but it is important to realize that these are only relevant 
to the Trace GPU Rays mode of GPU raytracing.  When using the Trace CPU Rays mode, the rays are 
generated on the CPUs and then transferred down to the GPUs for raytracing and the source definition 
on the GPU is irrelevant. 
 
Only specific combinations of ray positions and ray directions are natively supported on the GPUs in 
addition to other specific attributes (refer to the FREDMPC Features document for more information).  In 
the text below we see that source nodes 30, 56 and 57 have properties that exclude them from being 
natively supported on the GPUs OR these particular nodes are not traceable.  Source node 55, whose 
name is “Collimated”, is both traceable AND has properties that are all supported natively on the GPUs.  
This specific source generates rays for the $mpc trace source mode of GPU raytracing. 
 

> Loading sources...   (used only for 'source trace') 
  Partially supported attributes:  power units always assumed Watts. 
  Only sources with the following position/direction pairs are supported: 
      (random 2D grid/random dir into angular range),  (random 2D grid/single dir), and 
      (random 3D volume/random into sphere). 
  The following unsupported attributes are ignored: 
      polarization, coherence, position/direction apodization, acceptance filter, and 
      all wavelength specs other than 'as specified by list'. 
  [30] unsupported source type or source attribute(s), or not traceable:   Phosphor Surface in LED 
  [55] supported:   Collimated 
  [56] unsupported source type or source attribute(s), or not traceable:   Collimated - Polarized 
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  [57] unsupported source type or source attribute(s), or not traceable:   Collimated - Coherent 
  loading the source data buffer 
  loading the source primitive buffer 

 
Information regarding geometry is reported next.  A “native” type is a construct in FRED that has an 
equivalent definition in the GPU and should behave equivalently on both the CPUs and GPUs for the 
purposes of raytracing.  Warnings are issued when a construct does not have an equivalent definition in 
the GPU (i.e. the construct is not natively “supported’).  In general, unsupported geometry constructs are 
converted to an approximation using triangle meshing. 
 
As part of processing the geometry nodes, an assessment of the importance samples assigned to each 
surface will be made.  If an importance sample is unsupported, it will be converted to the “default” 
importance sample (scatter rays into the local hemisphere) and a warning will be printed in the log file.  
When debugging raytrace differences between CPUs and GPUs, identifying the approximated surfaces in 
the geometry section of the log file can be a useful place to start. 
 

> Loading geometry... 
  Surface attribute partial support:  first importance sample only, 
    surface trimming will force conversion to faceted surface. 
  Surface unsupported attributes that are ignored:  glue, grating, surf rough, aux data, sag deform. 
  [48] native 2D planar detector entity:   CCD Chip 
    [52] importance sample: direction into solid angle 
    [52] importance sample: curve 
    [52] importance sample: entity 
  [52] native plane:   Surf 1 
    [54] importance sample: set to default 
  [54] native conic foci:   Surface 
 
> setting geometry node counts... 
 
> loading geometry and surface data buffers... 
 

The last section of the log file contains the GPU raytrace output, which starts by listing information about 
the random number seed, raytrace paths, and analysis construct initializations.  Each of the remaining 
sections summarizes the individual launches in the GPU raytrace, providing information on the ray buffer 
size and index values for each launch, and status updates on launch completion and accumulation into DE 
or DAE analysis results. 

 
> Begin source trace... 
  ARN auto delete 
  > using random number sequence 0 
    track ray paths = False 
      max events per path = 10 
    initializing 2D Detector Entity results arrays... 
    preparing DE and DAE data collection... 
> Launching MPC ray trace... 
  <0> Prepare for Sources Trace 
       frd_ray_total_count  = 5000000 
       frd_ray_offset_index = 0 
       gpu_ray_buf_size     = 1000000 
       launch_width         = 1000000 
       finished             = 0 
  <0> context->launch... 
  <0> context->launch complete 
  <0> Retrieve Sources Results 
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    frd_ray_offset_index (old) = 0 
    frd_ray_offset_index (new) = 1000000 
    finished                   = 0 
  <1> Prepare for Sources Trace 
       frd_ray_total_count  = 5000000 
       frd_ray_offset_index = 1000000 
       gpu_ray_buf_size     = 1000000 
       launch_width         = 1000000 
       finished             = 0 
  <1> context->launch... 
  <1> context->launch complete 
  <1> Retrieve Sources Results 
    frd_ray_offset_index (old) = 1000000 
    frd_ray_offset_index (new) = 2000000 
    finished                   = 0 
  <2> Prepare for Sources Trace 
       frd_ray_total_count  = 5000000 
       frd_ray_offset_index = 2000000 
       gpu_ray_buf_size     = 1000000 
       launch_width         = 1000000 
       finished             = 0 
  <2> context->launch... 
  <2> context->launch complete 
  <2> Retrieve Sources Results 
    frd_ray_offset_index (old) = 2000000 
    frd_ray_offset_index (new) = 3000000 
    finished                   = 0 
  <3> Prepare for Sources Trace 
       frd_ray_total_count  = 5000000 
       frd_ray_offset_index = 3000000 
       gpu_ray_buf_size     = 1000000 
       launch_width         = 1000000 
       finished             = 0 
  <3> context->launch... 
  <3> context->launch complete 
  <3> Retrieve Sources Results 
    frd_ray_offset_index (old) = 3000000 
    frd_ray_offset_index (new) = 4000000 
    finished                   = 0 
  <4> Prepare for Sources Trace 
       frd_ray_total_count  = 5000000 
       frd_ray_offset_index = 4000000 
       gpu_ray_buf_size     = 1000000 
       launch_width         = 1000000 
       finished             = 0 
  <4> context->launch... 
  <4> context->launch complete 
  <4> Retrieve Sources Results 
    frd_ray_offset_index (old) = 4000000 
    frd_ray_offset_index (new) = 5000000 
    finished                   = 1 
  data grid accumulation for 'during trace' detector entities... 
  shutting down 'after trace' DE and DAE data collection... 
> end source trace 
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> Stop Log   10/01/18 22:50:01 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

GPU Latency 
 
Each FRED document has three different modes associated with the GPU device context; MPC Trace 
CPU Rays, MPC Trace GPU Rays and MPC Trace Render.  When each of these contexts is used for the 
first time (after opening the document in FRED or after using the “Reinitialize the MPC context” option on 
the MPC Trace Advanced dialog), a “latency” can be observed during the first “launch” step of the 
raytrace.  The graphics below highlight where in the output window text the latency can be observed.  The 
latency is the result of code being compiled and optimized for GPU raytracing at the time of the raytrace 
call and the length of the latency primarily depends on the GPU board capability. 
 
This latency is expected and may take anywhere from 10 to 40 seconds.  However, it is important to note 
that this latency will only occur on the first use of each context.  Once the latency has occurred, it should 
not be observed again while the document remains open. 
 

 
 

After calling the MPC Trace GPU Rays a second time (immediately after the above calculation), the 
output window shows that each launch takes ~1 second per million rays and no latency is observed. 
 

 
 
 

 

The log file contents can be valuable for debugging and understanding the behavior of the FREDMPC 
raytrace.  When requesting support for FREDMPC, please consider having a log file generated and 
ready to supply to Photon Engineering. 
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